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INTRODUCTION

FASTRADER

REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT FOR CRYPTOCURRENCIES TRADING

Revolutionary crypto trading development
FasTrader is the most advanced development with artificial intelligence
that analyzes the opportunities in the cryptocurrency trade - an easyto-use bot that helps people to obtain small profits around 1 to 2% per
transaction. By performing several operations per day, you will be able
to realize the great advantages and benefits.
FasTrader monitors the exchanges with higher Volume Binance, Bittrex,
Hitbtc and many others, carries out the technical and fundamental
analysis to find investment opportunities. Then, when the users receives
the information, they can safely analyze and devote a minimum of
their time to perform the transaction. Once the trade starts, you must
FasTrader allows everyone, regardless of their business experience, to start benefiting from the
world market for cryptocurrencies.

personally analyze the time of departure. Both artificial intelligence with
human decision makes the trader's decision easier.
We are the first robot integrating external signals based on artificial
intelligence.
Artificial intelligence makes the technical analysis of first quality,
using each indicator perfectly. Working 24 hours to identify increasing
crytocoins.
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Once they have detected a promising investment, they will send a buy
signal directly to our app or destination point. Check the performance
reports to choose each entry according to your investment balances.
We recommend selling your coins in the short term, to maximize your profits. Our strategy is based
on entries that occur after a big fall that give rebounds around 2%, then you can sell and you can
recover your capital more profits for continue obtaining large profits permanently, as long as our
system tells you and continually build a larger and more positive circuit every day.

Fastrader has been designed such as a revolutionary development to
help small traders to have a wide profit in any market context.
- On the other hand, thanks to the artificial intelligence used in the
creation of our powerful development, you can physically analyze a
possible closing of the transaction with a higher percentage of profits.
This allows you to surf the bull trend and never sell soon in bull rush
market.
- As our powerful development is completely based on the cloud, we
will have a constant improvement, you can also enjoy new functions
instantly without the hassle of installing updates.
- You will receive many signals with highly profitable business
opportunities throughout the day or at the hours you schedule
according to your needs and available hours, therefore, this will give you
multiple possibilities to generate profits
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SUMMARY

COMPARISON BOTS WITH
FASTRADER

Since 2017

OTHER AUTOMATIC BOTS

FASTRADER BENEFITS

From the cryptocurrencies trading beginning, it has been somewhat
chaotic for some investors with little experience. The crypto market
has grown too fast, open 24/7 and with a high volatility in its prices.
To become successful with the crypto trade, it is necessary to have
the maximum information available, but when traders make the
analyzes manually, they usually do not have time to analyze all the
information and the best buy signals are lost.
* Some platforms have designed robots, in a basic way to trade
in an automated way through the exchange API. Created with
good intention, but failing in several concepts. Falling into the
manipulation of some tokens, making movements that possibly the
investor had not done, resulting in large losses.
* Given the large number of cryptocurrencies that are listed daily,

* FasTrader uses advanced algorithmic trading indicators and
Artificial Intelligence to search for opportunities.
* The trader is the one who decides whether to perform the
transaction analyzed by our powerful bots or not. Running less
risk in buying coins with little potential, low volume or with a
possible FUD that will not help you to reach the desired Profit.
* FasTrader will have as a strong point a blocker to avoid the
signals of projects with low volume in a certain period of hours,
there will be a coin recognition with FUD and it will automatically
avoid these signals.
*FasTrader has a huge number of important sources that
connected to the A.I., we can predict certain movements in the
cryptocurrency market.

* Some platforms have designed bots, in a basic way to trade in
an automated way through the exchange API. Created with good
intention, but failing in several concepts. Falling into the manipulation
of some tokens, making movements that possibly the investor had not
done, resulting in large losses.
the traditional automatic bots do not have the ability to know
which will be the correct movements, creating transactions that
traders believe that they are positives, but without having all the
data become substantial losses.				
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BENEFITS FOR HOLDERS
FasTrader is an ERC-20 token, so it is intended to be used by the members of the FasTrader platform. 50% of the tokens that we receive as part of the memberships will be
burned, thus decreasing the supply.
The membership price is still to be determined, but will be between $ 50 to $ 300 depending on the desired membership, and we will only receive FTD as payment. (The
amount of FTD to be paid will be determined by the market, according to the token price.)

Fig. 1

BENEFITS FOR HOLDERS
5.000.000 FTD
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* 100.000.000 FTD

* 50.000.000 FTD

HOLDERS FTD
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1.000.000
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Fig. 2

DAYS HODL
30
30
120
120

Bonus considering the number of days.
5
15
**free monty
**free monty more Testnet

* minimum amount to hold for a minimum of 120 days. If you withdraw them before reaching 120 days, the offer will not be validated
** Free membership is valid as long as you do not remove the tokens from the wallet
The entire holders membership system will be controlled prior to a registration in our platform, where the wallet will have to be placed, once the FTD Tokens are located so
that our bot begins the days of counting.
• Important notice: We will never request you to deposit the FTD on any wallet. The owner will always have them on your wallet to be the hold and we will register them in
our platform.
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Token Sale

THE DISTRIBUTION IS

100.000.000.000

FTD

Supply total

70% Public and Private Sale
10% Founders (Locked 6 Months)
10% Team and Advisors (Locked 12 months)
10% Referrals Bonus (no lock period)

PRIVATE SALE
REACHED

7 000 ETH

FTD
ERC-20 token.
Supply total 100.000.000.000 FTD
Token Price: 1 FTD = 0.0000001ETH
Token price 1 ETH = 10.000.000 FTD
Reached 7000 ETH in private sale; No public Sale done.

PRIVATE SALE
BONUS

+25

%

Private Sale about 1 ETH = 12.500.000 FTD
Q1 - Q2 Private Sale
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PUBLIC SALE
CANCELLED

+5%

Public Sale 1 ETH = 10.500.000 FTD

Roadmap

ROADMAP
Q4 2017

Q1 2018
Mount the computerized system in Cloud Start of
development.

Rearching assets, monitoring the crypto market
for more than 4300 hours. Studying all markets
movements day and nigth, non stop. Analyze
with wisdom the corrections and rebounds in
the market.

Q2 2018
Start of sale of tokens, Private Sale

Q3 2018
The sale of tokens is finished.
Launch Tokens in exchanges.
1º Airdrop for the community

Q4 2018
Beta Version (internal) and big houders
FTD, including all the technological and new
developments avoiding mistakes minimizing
risks. Create all the improvements.

Q1 2019
Release 1º FasTrader version BETA internal
available for users selected -new tools and
strategies will be added

Q2 2019
Launch of FasTrader
Mobile version (IOS/Android)
Beta Release new Roadmap.
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Team

TEAM
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HUGO BOLSTER

DIM MARSHY

YOUNG KIM

CEO & Co-founder

CTO & Co-founder

Director of Engineering

Born in Brazil, Technological entrepreneur
with 7 years of experience in launching
companies in Western Europe and United
States, specialized in big data, artificial
intelligence
and
robotization.
After
graduating from Yale University, I started
designing IT products and schematized
investment portfolios. I have worked
in J.P. Morgan Chase for more than 2
years as Manager Director in big data,
later Bank of America hired my skills
for developing algorithms for trading
derivatives, finally I have addressed
my
experience
building
Fastrader.

Director of IT companies in development
outsourcing, industrial, and financial
analytics. Basically Fastrader is the most
advanced robot designed for the crypto
market industry, we turn into human
intelligence in solutions for medium and
small investors around the world. This
is a very important development for the
new era in this new ecosystem, allowing
to enhance my private experience in the
best International Banks of the world.
We selected the best talent in Western
Europe basically in France, Belgium
and Holland. An active member of Paris
ultimate technology and creative artificial
intelligence. We have decided to include
a small stake of private capital as a way
to return to the investment community
everything we have received in years.

Before joining Fastrader, Young spent 9
years at Nasdaq, where she proceeded up
to Senior Manager position, overseeing up
to 7 engineering teams. Young holds Master
in Computer Science from Columbia, she
has helped launch multiple companies,
patents and innovations. She likes building
IT companies for emerging technologies
in security, banks, mobile, and internet.

Team

JERRY WALLY

ANA HARTINOV

POUNG OKAMA

Advisor

Advisor

Analyst and Trader

Jerry Wally is a top market researcher and
founder of several companies specialized
in high speed trading, he worked in Bank
Boston for more than 14 years where he
has built incredible results. A veteran of
Wall Street, he started his amazing work
in Silicon Valley, he has helped launch
multiple innovations in the financial
market industry with derivatives. He
likes building creative systems based on
the new blockchain technology. Wally is
frequently called the king of fast trading.

Fastrader’s advisor expert in algorithmic
trading,
she
has
an
enormous
experience in Wall Street. Expert on big
data technologies, real-time data, and
artificial intelligence computer science.
She founded Global Trader A.H Ltd., an
investment company with assets and
portfolio companies in the USA, Asia and
Europe. Prior to that, worked for Bank of
America and Morgan Stanley. Holds an
MBA degree from Yale Business School
and degree in Mathematics of Katholieke
Universiteit
Leuven
from
Belgium.

Analyst and Trader with over 4 years of
experience in listed futures, derivatives,
Forex and Cryptos. Blockchain researcher
and investor since start of 2017. At
Fastrader, Linda is responsible for
maintaining a portfolio using all her
experience and Artificial Intelligence. She
is permanently creating new strategies
for the one of the most profitable
trading team, and working with experts
around the world for designing strategies
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